[1] Thin cirrus that frequently form in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) are important for vertical transport through the TTL, regulation of stratospheric humidity, and the Earth's radiation budget. Here, we use a three-dimensional cloud-resolving model to investigate the impact of circulations driven by TTL cirrus radiative heating on the cloud evolution. We use observations of TTL environmental conditions (thermal stability and wind shear) and TTL cirrus microphysical properties (ice crystal sizes and concentrations) to constrain the simulations. We show that with ice crystal sizes consistent with available observations (effective radii ≥ 12 mm), typical thermal stability, and moderate wind shear, the ice cloud sediments to lower levels before radiative heating can drive a circulation to maintain the cloud and before small-scale convection builds up. In this case, the cloud lifetime is controlled by sedimentation of ice crystals into subsaturated air below the initial cloud level, followed by sublimation. Strong wind shear (>10 m s −1 km −1 ) tends to hasten the cloud dissipation. With relatively weak thermal stability, small-scale convection builds up rapidly, resulting in mixing at cloud top and extension of the cloud lifetime. We also consider the impact of synoptic-scale and mesoscale temperature variability on cloud lifetime. Using TTL trajectories with small-scale wave temperature perturbations superimposed, we show that TTL cirrus will often dissipate within 12-24 h simply as a result of background temperature variability.
Introduction
[2] Processes occurring in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL, typically defined as the region between the maximum convective detrainment level ('13 km) and the lowermost tropical stratosphere ('19-20 km) ) determine the humidity and chemical composition of the stratosphere, thereby affecting the ozone layer and climate. In addition to limiting the water vapor concentration of air entering the stratosphere, thin cirrus in the TTL that occur with very high frequency have a significant impact on the Earth's radiation budget [Haladay and Stephens, 2009] . Recently, it has been recognized that cirrus radiative heating contributes significantly to diabatic heating in the TTL [Corti et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2010] . Corti et al. [2006] suggested that vertical motion driven by radiative heating in TTL cirrus could be an important pathway for transport from deep convective outflow at '13 km (where clear-sky regions are radiatively cooling) up to '15.5 km, where the atmosphere is radiatively heating even under clearsky conditions. Since diabatic heating can be used to diagnose vertical transport in the TTL, the fact that cloud radiative heating contributes significantly to the total radiative heating has important implications for our understanding of tracer transport upward through the TTL.
[3] TTL cirrus radiative heating can also have important influences on the structure, evolution, and lifetime of the clouds. Durran et al. [2009] used analytic calculations and cloudresolving model simulations to show that heating in thin TTL cirrus can generate slow ascent, accompanied by horizontal inflow at the base of the cloud and outflow at the top of the cloud. The analytic solution indicated that the time required for the heating and dynamical response to build up is on the order of 1 day. They also showed that the cloud heating generates gravity waves that extend the dynamical influence well beyond the physical boundaries of the cloud. Dinh et al. [2010, hereinafter DDA] extended the work of Durran et al. [2009] by including cloud microphysics (deposition growth/sublimation and sedimentation) in the two-dimensional cloud-resolving model simulations. They showed that if the TTL cirrus ice crystals are small (mean radii <5 mm) then the radiatively driven lofting could maintain the clouds for up to 2 days. Their simulations also showed that radiatively driven smallscale convection can transform initially laminar clouds into highly structured clouds if the clouds are persistent (>12 h lifetime).
[4] A number of competing processes affect the evolution and lifetime of TTL cirrus. Vertical shear of the horizontal wind will tend to stretch and thin isolated cirrus layers. The time required for radiative heating to destabilize the cloud layer depends on the thermodynamic stability. If the ice crystals are large enough, then sedimentation out of the supersaturated layer in which the cloud formed can effectively limit the cloud lifetime. In the simulations presented by DDA, if the initial ice radii were larger than '5 mm, then sedimentation and sublimation destroyed the cloud before radiatively driven motions could take effect. Lastly, synopticscale and mesoscale temperature variability may control the cloud lifetime. Mesoscale gravity waves are a ubiquitous feature in the TTL [e.g., Bacmeister et al., 1996] . If these waves induce rapid warming of a cloud layer, then the cloud lifetime will necessarily be short.
[5] Here, we extend the DDA study by evaluating the influence of radiatively driven TTL cirrus dynamics on cloud structure and evolution using environmental conditions and cloud properties based on observations, including temperature lapse rate, wind shear, background synoptic-scale and mesoscale temperature variability, and TTL cirrus ice concentrations. For simulation of TTL cirrus dynamics and microphysics, we use a three-dimensional cloud-resolving model with bin microphysics and radiative transfer. We evaluate the relative importance of circulations generated by cloud radiative heating and of background temperature variability in controlling the evolution of TTL cirrus properties.
Observations of TTL Environmental Conditions and Cirrus Microphysical Properties
[6] The influence of radiative heating on TTL cirrus will depend upon the environment in which the clouds form (i.e., thermodynamic stability, wind shear, temperature variability, and radiative fluxes) as well as the microphysical properties of the cloud (particularly ice crystal size). We begin by reviewing meteorological measurements of the TTL environment and observations of TTL cirrus microphysical properties.
[7] The time required for radiative heating to destabilize the cloud and drive small-scale convection will depend on both the initial thermal stability assumed and the wind shear assumed. With the thermal stability assumed by DDA (BruntVäisälä frequency (BVF) of 0.016 s −1 ), destabilization did not occur until after 12 h into the simulation. Figure 1 shows frequency distributions of BVF in the upper TTL based on high-resolution soundings from several stations. The stations include San Jose, Costa Rica, the Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement tropical western Pacific site on Nauru Island (2.1°S, 147.4°E), and five stations in the western Pacific within with latitudes ranging from 7°N to 10°N that are part of the SPARC High Resolution Radiosonde data set [Wang et al., 2005] . We focus on the boreal winter months (December, January, February) , which appears to be a typical stability in this part of the atmosphere, for our baseline simulation. Note that this value is very similar to the value used by DDA (0.016 s −1 ). To simulate the cloud evolution in relatively weak stability conditions, we will use a BVF of 0.0075 s −1
. Such low-stability conditions are relatively common in the Costa Rica soundings and not infrequent in the SPARC soundings.
[8] DDA showed that in an environment without wind shear, cloud radiative heating results in horizontal spreading of the cloud on time scales of several hours to days. Inclusion of wind shear in numerical simulations is challenging because the simulated cloud will tend to rapidly spread toward the model boundaries. However, wind shear will certainly compete with radiatively driven circulations to affect the cloud structure, and it is important to include realistic shear in the simulations. It turns out that the TTL is a region of the atmosphere where moderate to strong vertical shear of the horizontal wind is typical. Figure 2 shows Table 1 ).
[9] The lifetime of a cirrus cloud forming in a narrow (<1 km) supersaturated layer (and hence the potential for radiative-dynamical feedbacks) depends on the sizes (and corresponding fall speeds) of the ice crystals in the cloud. . Correspondingly, the ice crystal sizes were relatively large [Lawson et al., 2008] . Although aircraft measurements necessarily provide a limited sampling of cloud properties, the results from several field experiments indicate remarkably similar ice crystal size distributions in TTL cirrus [Davis et al., 2010] . Effective radii are typically ≥12 mm (considerably larger than the ice crystal size assumed by DDA). Jensen et al. [2010] argued that the low ice concentrations were inconsistent with the assumption that homogeneous freezing dominates TTL cirrus ice nucleation. Homogeneous freezing would produce much higher ice concentrations than indicated by the observations (particularly given the presence of high-frequency waves that drive rapid cooling), and the ice crystal sizes would be limited to a few microns by competition for water vapor. Regardless of the dominant ice nucleation mechanisms or source of ice nuclei, it is important to ensure that ice concentrations and sizes in simulated TTL cirrus are consistent with observations such that the impact of sedimentation will be properly represented. In our simulations, we use a simple (albeit arbitrary) heterogeneous ice nucleation scheme that produces cloud microphysical properties consistent with the observations.
[10] The impact of radiative heating on TTL cirrus will obviously depend upon the solar and infrared radiative fluxes at TTL levels. Because of the very low TTL temperatures, infrared heating dominates the net radiative heating of TTL cirrus [Comstock et al., 2002] . However, the upwelling infrared flux impinging on TTL cirrus depends strongly on the presence of clouds below. In fact, Hartmann et al. [2001] showed that the tropical tropopause radiative heating under clear sky conditions will reverse (i.e., radiative cooling will prevail) if optically thick, cold anvil cirrus are present below. Here, we follow DDA in assuming that no clouds are present below the TTL cirrus. It is worth noting that this assumption maximizes the potential impact of radiative heating. In reality, TTL cirrus often form above anvil cirrus layers [Winker and Trepte, 1998; McFarquhar et al., 2000] .
[11] DDA showed that it takes on the order of 12-24 h for the radiative heating to build up thermal gradients and drive an internal circulation and small-scale convection. Both the simulations presented by DDA and the simulations presented here assume that the atmosphere is quiescent (i.e., no background temperature variability is included after the cloud has formed). In reality, the temperature in the TTL will vary as a result of both synoptic and mesoscale motions. In many cases, TTL cirrus lifetimes may be limited by the length of time that the air remains cold and supersaturated. If temperature variability limits the cloud lifetime to be short compared to the time required for internal dynamics to develop, then the radiative heating may play relatively little role in the cloud evolution.
[12] As a means of estimating the typical lifetime of clouds resulting from temperature variability alone, we use the set of "trajectory curtain" simulations described in previous work [e.g., Pfister, 2004, 2005] . We run several hundred 40 day, boreal winter back trajectories from a regular grid throughout the tropics using National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) analyses. Temperature profiles are extracted from the analyses at each time point along the trajectories. Adjustments are made to the temperatures near the tropopause to provide statistical agreement with radiosonde measurements. As described by Jensen and Pfister [2004] , we superimpose temperature oscillations resulting from a spectrum of waves based on aircraft [Alexander et al., 2002] and balloon [Hertzog and Vial, 2001] observations. These temperature curtains are used to drive detailed microphysical simulations of TTL cirrus. Initial water vapor profiles in the simulations are based on Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) measurements.
[13] Rather than examining the lifetimes of clouds simulated in the model, we simply examine the relative humidity fields along diabatic trajectories in the model that pass through the upper TTL. We assume that the relative humidity with respect to ice (RHI) must exceed 160% to initiate cloud formation and that the cloud would sublimate when the RHI drops below 95%. Thus, we identified time periods along the trajectories initiated by RHI > 160% and terminated by RHI < 95%. The results are not strongly affected if we decrease the RHI for terminating the cloud from 95% to 80%. Note that this may well be an overestimate of cloud lifetime since sedimentation can hasten cloud dissipation (see results below). On the other hand, radiatively driven circulations could increase cloud lifetime. The frequency distribution of cloud lifetimes calculated using this approach is shown in Figure 3 . If we only include temperature variability resolved in the NCEP analyses, then the mean lifetime is about 1 day, and the distribution of lifetimes is broad. Superposition of [Ackerman et al., 2003] . The dynamical component of DHARMA is a massively parallel, large-eddy simulation code [Stevens and Bretherton, 1996; Stevens et al., 2002] . For treatment of cloud microphysics, we use the Community Aerosol and Radiation Model for Atmospheres (CARMA) [Toon et al., 1988; Ackerman et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 1998 ], which is embedded in DHARMA. CARMA tracks aerosol and hydrometeor concentrations in discrete size bins. We represent TTL cirrus ice crystals with 16 bins spanning the diameter range from 2 to 1200 mm. Note that for the thin TTL cirrus we are simulating, in situ measurements suggest that most of the ice crystals are approximately equidimensional [Lawson et al., 2008] . Ice crystals larger than '50 mm appear to be hexagonal plates, but the concentration of these large crystals is extremely low. Therefore, our approximation of the particles as spheres in the model should be reasonable. CARMA treats the important processes for TTL cirrus microphysics: ice nucleation, depositional growth, sublimation, sedimentation, and aggregation. It turns out that aggregation is not important for these cold, low-ice-concentration clouds.
[15] We use a stretched vertical grid with 50 m resolution in the TTL region (14-18 km) and lower resolution above and below this region. The horizontal resolution used is dx = dy = 200 m. We use a domain in the x direction, which is aligned with the wind, of 250 km. In the y direction, we use a domain of 6.4 km. The idea here is to represent full threedimensional turbulence without excessive computational expense. As will be shown in section 3.3, convective scales generated by radiative heating have horizontal scales of '1 km; hence, the 6 km y domain should be sufficient to contail multiple periodic cells. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the x and y directions. The dynamical time step used is 5 s, but substeps are used for fast microphysical processes.
Setup of Simulations
[16] We start with a sounding from the Costa Rica Aura Validation Mission (CRAVE) taken at San Jose, Costa Rica on 29 January 2006. On this day, the WB-57 aircraft sampled extensive thin cirrus just below the tropopause south of Costa Rica. The initial environmental conditions used are shown in Figure 4 . Guided by the TTL thermal stability statistics presented above, we adjust the temperature lapse rate in the layer where the cloud will form (15.5-17 km) such that the BVF is 0.015 s −1 . This profile is used in our baseline (BASE) simulation. We also use a profile with a less stable lapse rate (WKST, BVF = 0.0075 s −1 ) to represent the not uncommon situation in which the upper TTL thermal stability is low. In order to evaluate the importance of convective motions that develop in the WKST simula- tion, we include a simulation identical to WKST, except that radiative heating is not included (NRAD). We assume that in situ formation of TTL cirrus typically occurs when a relatively humid layer cools off. Therefore, we have constructed a relative humidity profile (see Figure 4) with a moderately supersaturated layer at '16.5-17 km. Lastly, we use a wind shear of 5 m s −1 km −1 in the cloud formation region. As discussed above, this shear value is moderate for the TTL. We also show results from a simulation with relatively strong wind shear (15 m s −1 km −1 , SH15). The environmental conditions used for TTL cirrus simulations are summarized in Table 1 .
[17] We are focusing here on the laminar cirrus that occur frequently in the upper TTL. Observational studies have shown that these clouds are typically vertically thin ('500 m thickness) and horizontally extensive (lengths often greater than 100 km) [Massie et al., 2010] . Following DDA, we simulate a cloud with initial x-z dimensions of 100 × 0.5 km. Rather than prescribing the cloud properties, we simulate nucleation of the ice crystals. We initialize the model with Figure 5 . Cross sections of simulated ice water content (IWC) (color shading) and ice concentration (solid contours) shown for the x-z domain at y = 3 km from the BASE simulation at (top) 2, (middle) 4, and (bottom)10 h. The dashed line at 17 km is included for reference to clarify the downward movement of the cloud. the central 100 km of the x domain and the layer from '16.5-17 km slightly supersaturated with respect to ice. Elsewhere in the domain, the initial relative humidity is less than 80%. We then cool the entire domain at 2 K h −1 during the first hour of the simulation, resulting in nucleation of ice crystals in the 100 × 0.5 km supersaturated layer. We feel that this setup represents a realistic representation of the processes that would result in thin TTL cirrus formation. Deep convection upstream could produce a region of relatively moist air that would subsequently shear out into a vertically thin layer. Synoptic-scale cooling would then result in cloud formation.
[18] As discussed by Jensen et al. [2010] it is difficult to reconcile the expected ice concentrations that would be produced by homogeneous freezing of aqueous aerosols with the low ice concentrations indicated by measurements in TTL cirrus. Heterogeneous nucleation on a subset of the aerosol population is one possible explanation for the low ice concentrations. Our objective here is to properly represent the impact of sedimentation on cloud evolution in our simulations. The corresponding requirement is that our simulated clouds have ice concentrations and sizes that are consistent with the observations. Our approach is to use a simple heterogeneous ice nucleation scheme such that '60 L −1 ice crystals are produced when the RHI exceeds 160%. This simplistic approach presumably does not properly represent the actual ice nucleation processes occurring in the TTL; however, it does reproduce the observed TTL cirrus microphysical properties.
Results
[19] The evolution of the BASE simulation cloud horizontal and vertical structure are shown in Figure 5 . The imposed cooling, along with the simple heterogeneous nucleation scheme described above, results in ice nucleation within the prescribed supersaturated layer. Contours of ice concentration indicate typical values of 20-70 L −1 in the simulated cloud. The ice crystal effective radii (averaged over the region with ice water content greater than 0.05 mg m −3 ) range from 10 to 14 mm as the cloud evolves over several hours. These values are in good agreement with TTL cirrus observations [Jensen et al., 2010; Davis et al., 2010] . The optical depth at the center of the cloud is 0.025, and the maximum cloud radiative heating rate is 4.5 K d −1 . Figure 5 also shows that the ice concentration decreases as the cloud evolves. This result is expected since processes such as differential sedimentation, shear-driven dispersion, and sublimation conspire to decrease the ice concentration with time. It would be possible for ice nuclei to advect into the cloud region where they are depleted resulting in additional ice nucleation later in the cloud evolution. However, in the simulations we have done, the dynamics never drives the supersaturation high enough for additional nucleation to occur after growth of the ice crystals nucleated initially depletes the supersaturation.
[20] It is apparent that sedimentation moves the cloud layer downward rapidly, with subsequent sublimation in the subsaturated air below reducing the ice water content. Even the modest shear used in the BASE simulation (5 m s −1 km −1 ) does affect the cloud structure, resulting in a sloping cloud layer after 10 h. Notably, the short, sedimentationlimited cloud lifetime does not permit a radiative heatingdriven internal circulation to develop that might maintain the cloud. Nor is there time for radiative heating to drive the development of small-scale convection. The vertical wind speed in the simulation never exceeds 1 cm s −1 . The cloud structure, lifetime, and microphysical properties are dominated by sedimentation, wind shear, and sublimation.
[21] Figure 6 shows that radiative heating can significantly affect the cloud structure if the thermal stability is relatively weak. In the WKST simulation with BVF = 0.0075 s −1 , small-scale convection develops. The convection causes considerable horizontal structure in the upper part of the cloud and results in persistent cloud in the 16.7-17 km altitude range (in comparison to the NRAD simulation that is identical to WKST except that radiation is not included). Since the initial temperature at cloud level is colder in the WKST case than in the BASE case (see Figure 4) , and the initial relative humidity at cloud level is the same in the two simulations, the BASE case has more water available for condensation. It turns out that the peak ice water content in the BASE case is about twice that in the WKST case. As a result, the radiative heating in the BASE case is higher than in the WKST case, yet convection builds up faster in the WKST case because of the weaker thermal stability. The low-stability conditions used in the WKST simulation are not terribly unsual in the TTL (BVF < 0.009 s −1 occurs about 15%-40% of the time based on the soundings described above). Our simulations were limited to 12 h because (with shear) the clouds were approaching the domain boundary. However, the longer-term evolution of TTL cirrus under low-stability conditions with larger-domain models would be worthwhile.
[22] As shown in Figure 2 , strong wind shear is not unusual in the upper TTL. Moderately strong shear (15 m s −1 km −1 , SH15) has a significant influence on the structure and longevity of the cloud (see Figure 7) . The shear narrows both the cloud and the layer of saturated air. Once the layer is sheared out, ice crystals do not need to fall very far before they encounter subsaturated air and sublimate. As a result, by 8 h in the SH15 simulation there is very little ice mass left. Note that the narrowing of the supersaturated layer by wind shear occurs because we have specified the air to be relatively dry outside the horizontal region where the cloud initially forms. If the entire domain were specified to be near ice saturation, then shear would have less of an impact on cloud lifetime.
[23] The evolution of total cloud ice mass (normalized to the cloud mass at 1 h) is shown in Figure 8 . In the baseline simulation, the ice mass peaks at 2 h and then rapidly decreases. As discussed above, increasing the wind shear from 5 to 15 m s −1 km −1 (SH15) significantly hastens the cloud dissipation: the cloud is essentially gone after 10 h. The two simulations with the relatively weak stability temperature lapse rate (BVF = 0.0075 s −1 for WKST and NRAD) are not directly comparable to the simulations with BVF = 0.015 s −1 (BASE and SH15) because the initial water vapor profile is based on temperature and relative humidity (see Figure 4) and the temperature is different at cloud level for the two different lapse rates. Comparison of the total ice mass evolution in the WKST and NRAD cases shows that if the stability is low, then radiatively driven convection can help to maintain the cloud.
Discussion
[24] The importance of TTL cirrus radiative heating can be divided into two distinct issues. The first issue concerns the impact of radiative heating on TTL cirrus life cycle, particularly relative to other factors such as ice sedimentation into dry air and background temperature variability. The second issue involves the overall impact of TTL cirrus radiative heating on the local thermal budget and diagnosis of vertical transport upward through the TTL.
[25] With regard to the impact of radiative heating on TTL cirrus life cycle, we showed that for typical TTL thermal stability and wind shear, and with ice concentrations and sizes consistent with observed values, neither a radiatively driven circulation nor small-scale convection have a chance to build up because sedimentation limits the cloud residence time in a particular vertical layer. In this case, radiative heating has little effect, and the structure and evolution of the cloud are dominated by sedimentation, wind shear, and sublimation ( Figure 5 ). If the thermal stability is relatively low, then radiatively driven convection does build up and has a significant impact on the cloud depth and thermal structure ( Figure 6 ). In addition, strong wind shear (not atypical in the TTL) can rapidly decrease cloud depth and limit cloud lifetime (Figures 2 and 8) .
[26] The potential impact of radiative heating on TTL cirrus life cycle is further limited by the presence of background synoptic-scale and mesoscale temperature variability. Cloud simulations driven by global-model trajectories suggest that cloud lifetime (defined as the time between occurrence of supersaturation sufficient to drive ice nucleation and warming that would sublimate the cloud) would typically be on the order of a day or less (Figure 3) , which is comparable to the time required for radiative heating to build up and drive cloud circulations Durran et al. [2009] . The analysis models used to generate the trajectories do not resolve mesoscale wave motions. If a spectrum of these unresolved waves (based on aircraft, GPS, and balloon observations) is superimposed on the trajectories, the typical cloud lifetime decreases to '12 h.
[27] The conclusion drawn here that sedimentation plays a leading role in limiting cloud lifetime is based on the available observational evidence indicating that the TTL cirrus ice crystals are relatively large (effective radii greater than '12 mm). The in situ measurements of TTL cirrus are necessarily limited because specialized, high-altitude aircraft are required to sample them. It is possible that in regions of the tropics where the clouds have not been observed, or under conditions that have not been sampled, smaller crystals might prevail, in which case radiatively driven dynamics could be more important than in the simulations presented here.
[28] Another caveat here is that we have set up the simulations such that the clouds form in the upper TTL (16.5-17 km) at relatively low temperatures ('188-195 K) . At lower altitudes and warmer temperatures, the cloud ice water content will be higher, radiative heating could be stronger, and a dynamical response could occur more rapidly. On the other hand, the infrared radiative heating decreases as the cloud temperature increases. We have repeated the BASE simulation with the cloud 1 km lower ('10 K warmer), and the results (not shown) are similar to those presented in Figure 5 . Table 1 .
Nevertheless, these results cannot necessarily be generalized to include even warmer, lower clouds. In addition, anvil cirrus detrained from deep convection can have much higher ice water contents than the in situ cirrus simulated here.
[29] Regarding the impact of TTL cirrus radiative heating on vertical motion and tracer transport, the lofting of air in individual clouds (hypothesized by Corti et al. [2006] ) needs to be put into context. The large-scale upward vertical motion in the upper TTL and lower stratosphere is part of the BrewerDobson circulation that is driven predominantly by wave momentum flux convergence in the stratosphere [Randel et al., 2008] . This vertical uplift drives the TTL out of radiative equilibrium, and the deficit is balanced by radiative heating. Radiative heating in individual clouds will induce cloud-scale variations in this large-scale upward motion [Dima and Wallace, 2007] , but the large-scale vertical motion is unaffected. The approximate balance between radiative heating and adiabatic cooling due to rising motion allows us to diagnose the upward transport from the heating rates [Randel et al., 2008] , but the transport in the upper TTL and lower stratosphere is driven by wave forcing, not radiation.
[30] As discussed above, radiative transfer calculations based on observed cloud macrophysical properties and geographical distribution indicate that TTL cirrus contribute significantly to TTL radiative heating [Corti et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2010] . The cloud radiative heating also lowers the altitude where the radiative influence changes from heating (above) to cooling (below). The implication is that the magnitude and distribution of TTL vertical motion diagnosed from the all-sky (including clouds) calculations is different from what the clear-sky calculations indicate.
[31] As discussed above, low thermal stability is not uncommon in the TTL, and therefore further investigation of the influence of radiatively driven dynamical motions on TTL cirrus evolution is warranted. In particular, low thermal stability is probably often associated with wave-driven temperature perturbations. Cloud simulations including atmospheric waves and radiative heating might reveal interesting interactions that have significant impact on TTL cirrus evolution.
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